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One of  the most important factors affecting the teaching profession today is 
our rapidly changing workforce, which we need to think about in the context 
of  who it is we’re trying to recruit. While many are fresh out of  college, a 
lot of  them are career changers—people coming into teaching from many 
diverse venues, due to downsizing in their other professions or simply out of  
the need to make a change. Compared to the private sector, teaching offers 
a lot of  mobility. People can be much more selective—especially if  they’re 
math, science, or special education teachers—about where they want to go. 
As much as we may try to hang on to them with bonuses or implement other 
kinds of  retention techniques, teachers—particularly after they’ve been in 
the profession a year or two—realize that they can go anywhere they wish 
because there is a desperate need for them.

Besides the declining applicant pool, one of  the specific things we wrestle with 
is the lack of  diversity among applicants. Fairfax County is extremely diverse; 
currently, we have no majority population, with the largest percentage—about 
45 percent—being of  European descent. That means there’s a whole other 
group of  children who have to check the Caucasian box because there’s no 
other box to check, and they come from the Middle East, from Soviet bloc 
countries, from Southeast Asia. All told, we have kids from over two hundred 
different countries speaking a hundred different languages. So there is quite a 
bit of  diversity, and for me to even begin to attract a teaching workforce that 
matches that is wishful thinking. Looking at the demographics of  our school-
age kids across the nation—or even by district, in any region or state—we can 
see that the mix of  student population differs from that of  the adult population 
because of  the immigrant shift that’s been occurring from different countries 
of  the world; therefore, the applicant pool—or even the larger adult pool from 
which we would try to recruit—does not represent our student population, so 
we’re behind even before we start. That’s the challenge.
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Therefore, we must put a tremendous focus on our current applicant pool, in 
terms of  recruitment, retention, and training, with training being a huge piece 
of  the puzzle. Richard Ingersoll’s (2001) analysis concerning this topic finds 
that for teachers, there’s a lot more internal churn (i.e., teachers moving from 
one school to another) than simply turnover (i.e., people completely leaving 
the teaching profession). Why are they leaving? Whereas some of  them 
are retiring from teaching, in many cases—including in Fairfax County—
retirement statistics comprise a small portion of  the percentage. Teachers are 
leaving for many different reasons, ranging from wanting to take a child-care 
leave for a few years to simply wanting out. Moving to another school district 
is actually the biggest component, and when you’re dealing with that group, 
you’re hiring people who, while they may not be new to teaching, are brand 
new to your school or your district. Now, the more we move toward a national 
education agenda with national standards, the less of  an issue that will be. 
Currently, however, we have tremendous differences in standards and very 
high-stakes assessments. The challenge, then, is to figure out how to effectively 
work with that particular population in the recruitment part of  things. 

Survey Data in Fairfax County

What we tried to do in our focus-group and survey data was focus on the 
positive rather than on what was deficient, analyzing not why teachers were 
leaving but why they were staying. When asked what had caused them to stay 
in the profession as well as their particular school, many teachers said it was 
having the skills and confidence to be successful, measured in the satisfaction 
they get from their students; in other words, teachers who stay are the ones 
who have a great deal of  success with their kids. And greatly tied to this is the 
concept of  administrative teamwork. Teachers today—particularly those who 
are new to the profession—want feedback from administrators, and they want 
it to be useful and they want it on a regular basis. They want to be successful, 
and if  their principal and assistant principal can share their wisdom, then they 
want them to do so. 

Another factor keeping teachers at their schools is the application of  consistent 
discipline procedures. Looking at this from the negative side, teachers feel 
distress when a school is “out of  control,” meaning only that teacher A and 
principal B have different expectations. We’ve been doing some intensive 
behavior analysis in Fairfax County schools, collecting data and looking at the 
kinds of  things that are causing kids to misbehave. This analysis starts at the 
outcome—office referral—and goes back many levels to discover what caused 
it to begin with and what could have been done to prevent it from occurring. 
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As a result, we’re instituting some significant changes in our discipline data. In 
those particular schools, we now have a lot of  consistency across departments 
on how discipline is dealt with, moving the issue of  discipline to the “pros” 
side of  the sheet—as a reason people stay. 

The Importance of the Administrative Team
According to teachers in Fairfax County, the most influential factor in keeping 
teachers in a school is the administrative team. Administrators set the tone, 
the tenor, and the climate for how the school operates as a team—or not as 
a team. Specifics in this area include feeling valued as a staff  member, which 
ranked very high. Conspicuously missing among the data, however, is salary. 
Though it’s often mentioned as an important element of  retention, the fact 
that it doesn’t appear in the data is consistent with some of  my early personnel 
work in the state of  Washington, analyzing satisfiers and dissatisfiers on the 
job. The literature at that time found that when looking at the reasons why 
people leave or stay, salary is at the lower end of  the satisfaction hierarchy, 
meaning it needs to be attended to at only a minimum level, whereas such 
things as the actual work, the climate of  the workplace, and being part of  a 
team tend to be at the higher end of  that hierarchy. So what we’re trying to do 
in Fairfax County is craft a system based on the idea that the most important 
factor in teacher retention is the principal. One of  the implications for us, then, 
is to make sure that we have the right principal in every school. And of  course 
all schools are different—kids are different, parents are different. Fairfax, with 
its two hundred schools, ranges from schools with over 80 percent poverty 
and very little parent participation, to those with zero percent poverty and 
zero percent parent participation. It’s not one size fits all, and depending on a 
person’s set of  skills and the culture of  the school, we’ve got to make sure that 
there’s a match there.

One of  the things we’re looking at is what we call the life cycle of  administrators. 
We recognize that there is administrator churn as well, and we have to pay 
attention to that. Fairfax went through a tremendous amount of  growth 
about twenty-five to thirty years ago. Huge numbers of  people were hired 
during that period, and since many chose to stay with us, some even moving 
from teaching into administration, what we have is a very senior—in terms 
of  both experience and age—administrative team. Almost 50 percent of  our 
schools have had to hire new principals in the last five years. So we have 
a leadership continuity issue that we’re dealing with simply because of  our 
previous growth.
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Leadership Training
At the policy level, we need to direct our attention to the components in our 
administrator training programs that really focus on teamwork. Repeatedly 
in our survey, teachers mentioned being part of  a team. This idea, which 
puts the onus on the administrative team, is extremely significant in terms 
of  retention. And though the principal is the primary player, this should be 
recognized as an entire team of  leaders in a school. In Fairfax County, we 
have about a million-dollar-a-year grant from the Wallace Foundation to 
work on leadership training and leadership retention. And what we’re doing 
is designing our own internal administrator grooming and training program—
not only for schools but also for our support functions, including facilities, 
food service, custodial, central office positions, and finance and budget. 
We’re trying to create a leadership training program within the system that 
will support the kinds of  skills we believe are essential for creating the kind of  
teamwork teachers demand in a school setting.

If  you ever have the opportunity to talk with principals of  the year, or principals 
of  extremely successful schools, you’ll find that they have a very clear sense of  
purpose as well as a passion for what they’re doing. More importantly, however, 
they have a very clear sense of  the importance of  decision-making processes 
in their schools in which teachers are genuinely part of  it all—it’s not done to 
them; they’re part of  it. In fall 2005, I had the opportunity to surprise one of  
our high school principals who was being selected as the national secondary 
school principal of  the year—Mel Riddile from J.E.B. Stuart High School. 
J.E.B. Stuart has about a 60 percent poverty rate, with kids from about eighty 
different countries. The school has been sought out by the Gates Foundation 
to serve as a model for what a high school should look like in the future 
and, in addition, was where President Bush came to launch his high school 
agenda in January 2005. When you talk with the teachers at Mel’s school, 
they describe themselves as having a clear sense of  purpose, having shared 
goals and objectives, and being strongly invested in their students’ success as 
well as their well-being. Most importantly, however, these teachers talk about 
being part of  a team. And Mel, like any typical award winner, says it’s not 
about him but about his people. But since he created the environment that 
sustains those people, it is about him—we all know that. And the ripple effect 
is, none of  these teachers leave J.E.B. Stuart High School. There are teachers 
who’ve stayed there well past retirement because they like it so much. I’ve 
got teachers in this county who are in their fortieth year of  teaching. One of  
them—Jill Willis—was actually Virginia’s teacher of  the year last year. But 
Mel’s part of  her team; they’re working together, and they love it. 
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So how do we find other Mels, who can create that sense of  power and 
empowerment and teamwork within a school, and how do we do that on a 
basis where we can think about training the right people as opposed to looking 
for that magical charismatic leader who we hope will be perfect in any given 
circumstance? Our biggest challenge in having a school system be successful 
and maintain that success is to have that kind of  teamwork built into every 
one of  our schools. And if  we can create that kind of  culture in our schools, 
we’ll not only retain teachers but recruit them as well, because teachers want 
to be a part of  that kind of  environment.
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